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the stainless steel rat wikipedia - description james bolivar digriz goes by many aliases including slippery jim and the
stainless steel rat he is a futuristic con man thief and all round rascal he is charming and quick witted he is also a master of
disguise and martial arts an accomplished bank robber a criminal mastermind an expert on breaking and entering and
perhaps most usefully a skilled liar, a stainless steel trio stainless steel rat harry - this is the origin story of the stainless
steel rat humorously irreverent crime spy anti hero sci fi slippery jim digriz s adventures are fun and harry harrison is one of
my favorite sci fi authors, the adventures of the stainless steel rat harry harrison - the adventures of the stainless steel
rat harry harrison on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers meet the great james boliver slippery jim digriz the
stainless steel rat himself a pre eminant scofflaw and star of ten rat novels this ficitional futuristic thief proves himself to be
an expert burglar, harry harrison writer wikipedia - harry max harrison born henry maxwell dempsey march 12 1925
august 15 2012 was an american science fiction author known for his character the stainless steel rat and for his novel
make room make room 1966 the latter was the rough basis for the motion picture soylent green 1973 harrison was with
brian aldiss the co president of the birmingham science fiction group, science fiction comic book plus - amazing stories is
an american science fiction magazine launched in april 1926 by hugo gernsback s experimenter publishing ziff davis took
over publication in april 1938 it ran for 284 issues until it finished in march 1953 the first issue featured stories by h g wells
jules verne edgar allen, dead people server people whose last names start with h - people whose last names start with
h dead people server sitemap karl haas radio show host dead died february 6 2005 born circa 1914 opened the english
version of his international classical music show adventures in good music with his distinctive hello everyone obituary,
mroczek brothers auctioneers prior auctions - friday december 14 antiquities of europe asia featuring a large silent
auction with northwest art and asian antiques chinese silver impressive hung chong chinese decorated silver 3pc tea
service pair of impressive chinese enameled silver baskets with flowers mongolian silver 3pc teapot stem cups decorated
with inset jade coral etc collection of carved jades antique chinese, insignificant little blue planet tv tropes - earth that old
dirtball who cares about that boring useless planet crawling with its clueless lifeforms the opposite of earth is the center of
the universe seems if not the above the main action is set on another civilized planet and earth is either radioactive lost
forgotten generally meaningless or outright nonexistent in the setting of the work, authors s page of ultimate science
fiction web guide - science fiction fantasy and horror authors with last names begining s over 358 hotlinks 420
pseudonyms and notes without links 778 total links names, humans through alien eyes tv tropes - the humans through
alien eyes trope as used in popular culture stories that have humans interact with aliens who are actually alien run into the
fact that, the data lounge gay celebrity gossip gay politics gay - datalounge gay celebrity gossip gay politics gay news
and pointless bitchery since 1995
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